
SECURING YOUR HOME 
IN SA: EXPERT GUIDE



“House robbery is by far the most common traumatic incident people 
face in South Africa, especially in Gauteng. As a trauma counselling team, 
about 50% of the calls we attend to each month are house robberies,” 
says Mr Henning Jacobs, a trauma support co-ordinator at ER24.

Victims endure a range of emotions over a long period of time, 
sometimes for the rest of their lives, and can be so traumatised that the 
event has the potential to destroy their relationships, career, finances and 
stability.

Unless you’ve experienced it, it’s not easy to relate to the emotional 
trauma of a home robbery. It’s a violation that goes beyond anything 
you’re ever likely to feel in your lifetime, because it’s a violation of 
personal space; it happens in the very place you go to feel safe. 

But the devastating reality is that in 2016/2017, according to the South 
African Police Service, 61,2 house robberies occur every day.

The sad commonality is that most people - even South Africans who are 
no strangers to the impact of crime in the country - don’t pay too much 
attention to their own safety until they’ve survived a house robbery 
themselves. 

INTRODUCTION



Jacobs from ER24 says that it’s usually after a house breaking or home 
robbery has taken place, that homeowners scramble to secure their 
premises. 

Better late than never, but it's smarter to equip yourself, your family and 
your home to prevent the trauma in the first place.

Since you’re reading this guide, we salute you in taking the time to 
educate yourself on how to protect your loved ones, and the treasures 
you’ve worked so hard to possess.

Let’s do this...



HOME ROBBERY &
HOUSEBREAKING
Home robbery is when your house is broken into while you are at home, 
while housebreaking means your home is broken into when you are not at 
home. 

Both are exceptionally traumatising because both violate a family’s 
personal space; the place you go to for sanctuary and safety. 

However, out of the two, home robbery is especially horrifying because 
you are present when strangers force themselves into your personal space 
to forcefully take your stuff.

And naturally, home 
robberies spark off 
tremendous fear about what 
the perpetrators may do to 
family members.



KNOW YOUR 
ENEMY



Wars don’t just happen willy-nilly. Neither do home invasions.

The problem is that your enemy knows you, but you do not know your 
enemy.

Big mistake. House robberies are meticulously planned. 

So let’s take the research and find out more about the enemy:

According to Institute for Security Studies, an analysis by the SAPS shows 
that 75% of home robberies occur at night, the predominant times being 
late evening between 21:00 and 23:59 and very early morning between 
00:00 and 02:59. 

More than half of all home robberies 
take place at these times, probably
because the family is not expecting it, 
and they are more than likely asleep. 

You should know that most home
robberies are committed by small 
groups of between two to three. 



Most robbers are males between the ages of 15 and 34 years.

In the analysis, weapons predominantly used were firearms  and knives. 
Three in every four home robberies (77%) were committed with firearms.

The analysis showed that in most home robberies, murder occurred in 2% 
of incidents, rape [not always reported] took place in 4% of incidents, 
attempted murders were reported in 9% of incidents, and some form of 
injury was reported in 13% of incidents.

The stats show that most people do not resist robberies, but when they 
do, they are more likely to suffer physical harm.

It is the wealthy who are targeted.

Right. Now we know what we’re dealing with, let’s move on to arming 
yourself with knowledge... 

This expert guide is courtesy of Daniel Carruthers, 
South African Think Threat © Analyst and Self Defence 
Veteran. After reading these tips and implementing 
the suggestions, you’ll feel a
lot more empowered.



PREVENTION IS 
BETTER THAN…



Prevention is better than cure. But we’ve already been over that. 
So..

Teach your family to be aware when they are most vulnerable.

While you don’t want to live life in fear, or become neurotic over safety, 
empower yourself and your family. 

Crime is a part of our lives in South Africa, so we need to be realistic 
about educating ourselves to prevent becoming a target. That’s just the 
way it is.

Teach your family to be aware when 
they are most vulnerable

Do not leave your car, driveway or any other entrances exposed. When 
you arrive home and before you open the front door to your home, you 
must know that you are intruder-free. 

Make sure no one is hiding, and that they can’t jump into the house with 
you as you open the door. 

You must feel comfortable and safe before opening that front door.



Gareth Newham‚ Head of the Institute for Security Studies Crime and Jus-
tice programme‚ says that armed robberies are usually well organised 
crimes.

Newham says, that, "In a large number of house and business robberies‚ 
robbers target electronic goods‚ jewellery and cellphones which are sold 
on quickly through organised groups who deal in stolen goods." [Source]

Way before the robbery occurs, something about your home 
will attract the robbers; it will either be because they know 
what’s inside, have been watching your family for a while and 
have identified weaknesses and bad habits, or your home 
shows obvious signs of wealth.

Robbers are after electronics, jewellery, money and
cellphones. Their eyes are trained to be  on the lookout for 
these goods because these are the goods that can get 
money fast, so be smart about your possessions: don’t leave 
laptops and cellphones in exposed places like close to
windows and doors, or on outdoor tables where they can be 
spotted by greedy eyes.

Never be flashy, because thieves can simply follow you
home after glimpsing signs of wealth on your
person, or those of your family.

ELECTRONICS, JEWELLERY, 
MONEY AND CELLPHONES 
ARE HOT



WARNING SIGNS 
& DETERENTS



While you want to avoid alerting thieves to any alarms (they act as a sur-
prise factor), placing signs that act as subtle threats can be helpful, be-
cause they work on the psychology of the thief to inspire fear. Example: a 
sign saying, “Nothing we own is worth your life” with a picture of a gun, 
or “Snake in garden”. 

Of course, if they are determined, nothing will stop them, but Carruthers 
says that they are less likely to choose a house with warning signs than 
another without the warnings, because they are after a convenient “enter 
and exit”.

Install spikes and electric fencing on anything that can be used for climb-
ing up and over. 

Take a stroll around your property, from the inside and outside, and look 
for places that could be used to climb over.

For example, ledges, exposed bricks that robbers can
hold onto it, and even overhanging trees.
Put spikes on everything that can be used
for climbing. Make it impossible for
anyone to get into your property
via a good climb.

SPIKES AND ELECTRIC FENCING



RETURNING 
HOME



In an SAPS study, it was found that in 56% of cases, robbers gained access 
to the premises by forcing someone to let them into the house. 

When approaching your property, be aware that no one is waiting for you 
or has been following you.

A high-target is the mom who arrives back home with baby and is dis-
tracted. The baby may be crying because it needs to be fed. The dog’s 
barking out of joy because it’s humans are back home and Mom needs to 
get parcels from the boot into the house.

Her focus is on the chaos around her, not on lurkers. This makes her an 
easy target for a hijacking or house robbery.

And the big problem with a situation like this, is that robbers will not give 
Mom enough time to remove baby from the car…

What you will need to do, is consider dangerous scenarios like this one 
and come up with strategies according to the property and circumstances.

The point is to never be vulnerable to anyone outside your house. If 
someone is at your house or lurking around, rather drive around the block 
to prevent being exposed to them. 

Just in case.

A high-target is the mom who
arrives home with baby



If you come into the driveway and get blocked by another vehicle, don’t 
think staying in the car is the safest bet; instead, the car now becomes a 
hijack deathtrap. Rather get out and run.

If you come into the driveway and get blocked by another vehicle, don’t 
think staying in the car is the safest bet; instead, the car now becomes a 
hijack deathtrap. Rather get out and run.

Do not leave house keys lying around under pot plants or mats! 

Rather equip all household members with their own keys, and teach ev-
eryone how to look after those keys because there is danger when keys 
are misplaced and someone undesirable finds them.

KEYSMARTS



ESTABLISH RULES 
& RELATIONSHIPS



In 4% of home robberies, invaders are innocently let into the home by a 
family member not realizing they were unintentionally letting in a robber. 

Because of this, make it a rule that you as the parents, are the only ones 
that may grant permission for visitors to enter from the front door. Don’t 
leave it to the kids to let people in. 

When you are not around, your children must not allow anyone into the 
house without your permission. The door must stay closed until you have 
granted permission to open the door for whatever reason.

For example, if you’re at work and someone comes to the door to deliver 
a parcel, your children must call you for permission before opening the 
door. 

You in turn, must take responsibility and call the
courier company to verify that someone is
indeed delivering a parcel and what the
person’s name is. Only once you have
verified that the situation is legit,
should you grant permission
to open the door.

NO STRANGERS PERMITTED



The number one safety tip, according to Carruthers, is to establish rela-
tionships with neighbours. 

In the best case scenario, you can rest assured that your children have a 
safe sanctuary should they not be able to get inside the house, or whatev-
er the reason. 

In the worst case scenario, the kids have somewhere safe to run if they are 
in danger.

Neighbours are the first people to see what’s going on in your yard, and 
they can alert you about suspicious activity or if you’re not home, the se-
curity company. In the case of danger, a nosy neighbour is very useful!

Most importantly though, when there are good connections between 
neighbours, societal information can spread from neighbour to neighbour. 

For example: the suspicious neighbour that moved in two blocks down, a 
supposed sexual predator who takes walks every evening, a domestic 
worker who tends to leave front doors open. 

ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
NEIGHBOURS



In the worst case scenario, the kids have
somewhere safe to run if they are in danger.

Neighbours are the first people to see what’s going 
on in your yard, and they can alert you about suspi-
cious activity or if you’re not home, the security 
company. In the case of danger, a nosy neighbour is 
very useful!

Most importantly though, when there are good
connections between neighbours, societal
information can spread from neighbour
to neighbour. 

For example: the suspicious neighbour that moved 
in two blocks down, a supposed sexual predator 
who takes walks every evening, a domestic worker 
who tends to leave front doors open. 

Make friends with a professional and put his 
number on speed dial. It is better to contact a
professional directly rather than an operating 
system, when you are in a threatening situation.

There. That sorts out the prevention part of the 
guide. But what about preparing for the “in case” 
something happens?

This is what the game plan is about...

SPEED DIAL



HAVE A GAME 
PLAN



Having a strategy, aka a game plan, can mean the difference between life 
and death. The game plan can save you, your family, your possessions, 
and convict the perpetrators.
 
Your game plan goals are to:

1. Separate yourself and your family from immediate danger
2. Get a security unit to help you
3. Where and if possible, to catch the criminals by keeping 
    them locked in the property
4. Be aware of what the criminals look like so that
    they can be convicted

StatsSA reports that only one out of every five reported cases of home 
robbery arrests are ever made, and that only one in five people arrested 
for housebreaking are convicted, and one in three people arrested for 
home robbery are convicted.

A big problem with home invasions, is that people, tend to run into the 
bathroom when their lives are in danger.

But doing this makes it easy to get shot through the door because of the 
angle the shooter takes.

The bathroom becomes a danger zone because the shooter doesn’t need 
to see you to shoot you. 

We’ll address what to do in the case of gun fire a little later.

As we go through the game plan, we’ll look at how not only to secure 
your safety when under attack, but also to [as far as possible] have things 
in place not only to deter invaders, but to catch them, without putting 
anyone in your family in danger.



Every family needs a game plan for “in case of a danger situation”, and to 
get this right, you have to consider your home as if it were a company, or 
school. 

What is the family plan should someone break into your home?

When considering a plan, remember that the safety of you and your family 
is more important than holding onto your stuff so when you are in a 
danger situation, do not hope to save your possessions.

Let’s take a look at the steps to take to come up with an “in case” plan:

Step #1: Come up with a code word

The very first step is to come up with a family code word, or phrase. If the 
other members of the family hear the code word or phrase, everyone 
must run to the same place, which is the safe room.

Step #2: Decide on a safe room

Take a good look at your home. Which room would be good to make a 
“safety zone”; the room that’s best for the whole family to run into if 
someone breaks in?

In the case of an invasion, this room will act as a “safe” room, so that you 
can separate yourself and your family from immediate danger. 

ORGANISE YOUR HOME AS YOU 
WOULD A  COMPANY



Step #3: Install burglar bars

It goes without saying that all windows in your home should have burglar 
bars, but in the safe room, it is vital in order to keep you safe in a danger-
ous situation.

Step #4: Install a slam lock gate

Install a slam lock gate for the safe room. With this retractable gate, no 
keys are needed, so everyone can just bolt to the room and when the last 
one’s in, the gate can simply be slammed shut.

Let them rob your home but in the shut up room, the family can stay safe 
until help arrives and the gate is unlocked. 

Install the gate on the outside of the door, so that you can still close the 
door from inside the room. This way, the robbers can’t see you, or what 
you are doing.

Install the slam-lock gate on the outside of the room, so you can still close 
the door from inside the safe room.

Step #5: Make the safe room the home’s control centre

The safe room must be the place where the entire house can be con-
trolled from. Leave a wireless electronic phone there permanently so you 
can contact the authorities.

In this room, install switches to all lights in the house, as well as sensors 
and camera control. 

.



All electronic devices for your home must be placed in your safe room. 
Remote controls and wireless electronic phone (so that you still have out-
side contact whether the invaders sever your electronics or not). 

Try to install in the safe room a phone that is not a home line so that 
invaders can’t hear what you are saying on the phone if they pick up the 
phone in another part of the house.

Once you’ve gone through this guide, and you have an “in case” plan, 
conduct monthly drills for the family. This helps to:

• Reduce panic if ever the family is presented with a home
   robbery situation.
• Empower all family members to know what to do if there’s
   an invasion.
• The family will feel more confident knowing there’s a plan.
• Everyone will be on the same page should a home
   robbery occur.

THE DRILL-PLAN



Teach your children:

• What the safe room is for.
• Where the safe room is.
• Why they must never joke about the safe room, or use the code
   word as a joke. Be strict about this. If your child plays a prank
   about it after you’ve warned him or her not to, you need to
   punish them so that they do not do it again. It’s that serious.
• What the code word is.
• What to do if your hands get tied up.
• How to alert authorities if you can’t (e.g. your hands have
   been tied).
• How to profile people according to race, clothes and the threat.
   They must be able to describe the situation. For example, 
  “there are three men in the house. One of them is holding a gun
   to my mom’s head”.
• Children should be taught to clearly and informatively answer
   the questions of an emergency operator. To enforce that, keep
   a list of numbers next to the phone in the safe room. By doing
   this, you are preparing them for an “in case” situation, so in a
   panic situation, it is habitual to calmly say what's going on.



On the list of instructions for children to follow, type out this information 
(or cut out the image we’ve provided for you and fill it in with the right 
details), and teach it to your kids:

1.       Phone [insert emergency number of security company]
2.       Tell the operator how many people have come into the house
3.       Tell the operator what race the people are
4.       Tell the operator what sex the people are
5.       Tell the operator what the people are wearing
6.       Tell the operator what the people are doing

Very important! What’s spoken on the phone can be used as court
evidence, so that more criminals can be locked away.

Cut out the poster on the next page and place in the safe room next to 
the phone:





Let’s say the family is all in the safe room. But now, the invaders are shoot-
ing at the door. This is what you need to teach your family, including the 
kids:

Lay down in the closest corner to where the shooting is coming from, in 
order to avoid being in direct aim. It’s scary to move closer to the shooter, 
but it’s safer if he can’t aim for you.

WHAT TO DO INCASE OF
GUN FIRE



HELPFUL
EQUIPMENT

Step #3: Install burglar bars

It goes without saying that all windows in your home should have burglar 
bars, but in the safe room, it is vital in order to keep you safe in a danger-
ous situation.

Step #4: Install a slam lock gate

Install a slam lock gate for the safe room. With this retractable gate, no 
keys are needed, so everyone can just bolt to the room and when the last 
one’s in, the gate can simply be slammed shut.

Let them rob your home but in the shut up room, the family can stay safe 
until help arrives and the gate is unlocked. 

Install the gate on the outside of the door, so that you can still close the 
door from inside the room. This way, the robbers can’t see you, or what 
you are doing.

Install the slam-lock gate on the outside of the room, so you can still close 
the door from inside the safe room.

Step #5: Make the safe room the home’s control centre

The safe room must be the place where the entire house can be con-
trolled from. Leave a wireless electronic phone there permanently so you 
can contact the authorities.

In this room, install switches to all lights in the house, as well as sensors 
and camera control. 

.



HELPFUL EQUIPMENT YOU CAN 
INSTALL YOURSELF
It must be said: using professionals to kit out your home is always the best 
idea, but you can secure your home by yourself with some equipment if 
you do desire:

Cameras

Cameras are excellent to observe movement so you become aware of 
what's happening around your property. 

For example, your conversation to the security company would go
something like this: “I am looking at the camera. The one guy is watching 
the street, the other is in the garden and the other is breaking in through 
the window.” 

Cameras are also very helpful to plan an escape tactic if necessary, and to 
keep tabs on where the criminals are in your home, so that you can let 
authorities know what they are up to and where

Cameras allow you, and the authorities, to 
see the faces of the robbers and allows 
for accurate profiling of perpetrators, and 
details the method of their invasion as 
well as paraphernalia like guns and knives 
so that you know what you’re up against. 

While you watch the camera in the safe room, you 
can prepare the authorities about what to expect 
on their arrival in order to deal with the situation 
most effectively.



Control of the camera must be in the safe room, as part of the “control 
centre”.

One of the most important points about cameras is that they can be used 
as evidence for court, for proof of weapons robbers were carrying, and 
the technique they used to break in.

Tips for camera placement

For best use of cameras, if you install them yourself, face them at key 
points like:

A doorbell camera allows you a sneak preview of who’s at the door before 
you open it.

This prevents situations like someone holding a gun to your friend’s head 
and forcing him to call out to you to trick you. With a doorbell camera, 
you can see who and what is happening at your door before you open it.

With well placed cameras, you can see what’s going on in real time, have 
evidence of entry, method of exit, any vehicle used, the profiles of the 
perpetrators, what they’re wearing, what they look like, how many there 
are, and whether they are carrying weapons.

• Doors. 
• Windows. 
• The street or driveway to see vehicles and their number plates 
   and if possible, the house and street number (helps the police 
   to catch them and can be used as evidence to convict them). It 
   also allows a view of the street and whether there are lurkers 
   hanging around.
• Walls that can be climbed.



Sensors

Sensors are best for immediate awareness: any movement can trigger a 
sensor and make you aware of someone’s presence on your property. 

If you're sleeping, the sensor will alert you of unwanted guests and where 
they are.

Sensors can be put on a window sill to detect window break-ins. They can 
be placed anywhere – in the garden, garage, rooms.

They can even be connected to a beeper to alert you of all movement 
when you’re not at home.

On a side note, you can even use sensors to let you know what your teen 
is up to! For instance, if three people pass that sensor, you know your 
child plus two have entered the house.

Panic buttons

Place panic buttons in every main part of the house, so that they can be 
pressed to get help wherever any family member is in distress. 

Be warned: panic buttons are kid magnets: your children will press them 
when they shouldn’t! Be strict about the consequences of pushing those 
buttons! You don’t want a cry wolf situation during a genuine time of 
urgency just because you did nothing each time Johnny pushed the 
button. [At least once a week for the last 12 weeks]

Locks

Get locks installed that lock from one side, because these are near to
impossible to pick. They’re also easier to use in an emergency than having 
to fumble over keys.



Lights

Put a light wherever there’s a spot on your property that entry can be 
gained. It’s a good idea to connect flood lights with a sensory system, so 
if the sensors are triggered by movement,  the house lights up like a 
candle on Christmas.

Add lights in the street and driveway so that you and your neighbours 
have a good view of sensitive spots when it’s dark.

Electric tags at main points

Electric tags at main points are better than locks because they can be 
used much like a slam lock gate. They can’t be picked and are easily ac-
cessible in the case of panic. No one needs to remember to find keys, 
which could take up the necessary time to get to safety.

Dogs and alarms

Yes, alarms can be annoying but they alert 
the entire neighbourhood, which is what 
you want in an emergency situation. 
But...don’t advertise which alarm system 
you have; thieves also do their home-
work...

And then there’s dogs...small dogs are like 
living sensory systems. Have your small 
dog inside to bark and a big one outside 
to bite, or the small dog is good for the 
front of the house and the big one is good 
for the back part of the property.



Although the conviction rate in South Africa is dismaI, in most of those 
cases, criminals are caught in action on the property by armed security 
companies, not after the crime has been committed. 

Now the reason why private security is so popular is because police 
require certain evident urgency, whereas security officials can be called on 
for assistance at any time.  

Let’s examine why the police can’t just come in to help you when you call. 
Let’s say you created a game plan, invaders came into your home, and 
now your family is in the safe room. You call the police and the conversa-
tion goes something like this:

You: There’s a man outside in the garden
Police: What is he doing?
You: I don’t know, I am in the safe room.
Police: What does he look like?
You: I don’t know, I can't see him.

Are the police going to respond to that? No, but the security company 
will, because even if you sound mad, they are being paid to serve you.

You could be at work, and get a bad feeling in the 3rd roll of your intes-
tine, and call on your security company; they will go and check. Because 
your money hath spoken.

In addition, once you’ve contacted the security company for help, they 
will alert the police for you.

WHY GET PROFESSIONAL HELP 
TO SECURE YOUR HOME?



Don’t wait for something to happen
before securing your home.

Do something now before someone gets hurt.
Call us today for a free security assessment.

www.sequre.co.za


